CHINESE
IMMERSION CLUB “Chinese Immersion is on with Teacher Ahn ”
Register Now for Fall 2019
Immersion Level 1

Immersion Level 2

Get down with 100% Chinese! The
classes are designed to help kids
learn effectively while having fun.
We will use all sorts of games and
activities such as role-playing,
guessing games, hands-on
activities etc. to learn everyday
objects, daily routine phrases,
simple question-answer models
and more with lots of giggles.

Step up to the next level using
textbooks and workbooks. These
advanced lessons will add reading
and writing elements and follow a
set of curricula to strengthen the
understanding of language. This
class benefits students who have
had prior Chinese experience.
Invitation through assessment
only.

$16.80/session, Tuesdays and
Thursdays

$18.80/session, Wednesdays

*Class starts at 3:50pm-5:00pm from the week of 09/16/2019 through the end
of the school year.
*Class size is kept small to enhance learning. Claim while
they are available.
*Email teacherlanhwei.ahn@gmail.com or
Text 949-690-8759 for more information.
*See reverse side for parents feedback
These materials are neither sponsored nor endorsed by the Board of Education of Montgomery County, the superintendent, or
this school.

Ms. Ahn,
You lead a wonderful class! My daughter loves learning vocabulary,
songs, and various foundational concepts in your Chinese Immersion
class. She stays engaged and comes home with positive reports every
class!
Marissa Moon Analouei
Real Estate Agent
301.651.9155

Our daughter is really happy with Ms. Ahn's club. We recommend her club
to any parents looking for an after-school activity for their children.
----Pedro----

Our son loves what he learns from Chinese Club and comes home
reciting new Mandarin words and phrases everyday.

- Parent of 1st grader

Not only is Teacher Ahn a good teacher, she also takes the time to get
to know each child individually and engages them on a personal level!

- Parent of 1st grader

"Chinese Club expanded my son's love learning of the Chinese language and
culture. He especially enjoyed the games and enthusiasm that Teacher Ahn
brought to each session. Her passion is authentic!"

--Rachael (parent of a 3rd grader, CGES)

